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Bacteriophage phiKZ is a giant phage that infects
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a human pathogen. The
phiKZ virion consists of a 1450 A˚ diameter icosahe-
dral head and a 2000 A˚-long contractile tail. The
structure of the whole virus was previously reported,
showing that its tail organization in the extended
state is similar to the well-studiedMyovirus bacterio-
phage T4 tail. The crystal structure of a tail sheath
protein fragment of phiKZ was determined to 2.4 A˚
resolution. Furthermore, crystal structures of two
prophage tail sheath proteins were determined to
1.9 and 3.3 A˚ resolution. Despite low sequence iden-
tity between these proteins, all of these structures
have a similar fold. The crystal structure of the phiKZ
tail sheath protein has been fitted into cryo-electron-
microscopy reconstructions of the extended tail
sheath and of a polysheath. The structural rearrange-
ment of the phiKZ tail sheath contraction was found
to be similar to that of phage T4.
INTRODUCTION
Many multiprotein complexes in different biological systems
accomplish mechanical work through motion of individual pro-
tein components. One such system is a bacteriophage tail, em-
ployed during phage infection of a bacterial cell. Rearrangement
of tail proteins during infection results in efficient penetration of
a bacterial cell wall and delivery of the phage genome into the
host cell. Bacteriophages of theMyoviridae family have a unique
contractile tail machine, composed of an inner rigid tube,
covered by an outer sheath and terminated by a baseplate
with attached fibers. The contraction of the outer sheath pushes
the tail tube through the cellular envelope, creating a path for
DNA concealed within the phage head prior to infection (Leiman
et al., 2004).
Bacteriophage phiKZ belongs to the Myoviridae family and
infects Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a gram-negative bacterium
pathogenic to animals and humans with low antibiotic suscepti-
bility (Lambert, 2002). The giant virion of bacteriophage phiKZ
consists of a 1450 A˚ diameter icosahedral head and a 2000 A˚-Structure 19, 1885–18long contractile tail, almost twice as long as the tail of the bacte-
riophage T4. The symmetry of the tail and its organization is
similar in phiKZ and T4 as well as in many other Myoviridae
phages, despite no significant sequence similarity in tail proteins
from different phage groups. Likewise, there is only 11%
sequence identity between tail sheath proteins of T4 and phiKZ.
A cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and image reconstruction
of the phiKZ virion to 28 A˚ resolution has been previously re-
ported (Fokine et al., 2007; Fokine et al., 2005), describing the
preinfection structure of the tail with its extended tail sheath.
There are three tail sheath protein structures in the Protein
Data Bank (pdb) database: the tail sheath protein of bacterio-
phages T4 and two structures of prophage sheath proteins
that we report here, DSY3957 (pdb 3HXL) and LIN1278 (pdb
3LML). We also report here the crystal structure of a protease-
resistant phiKZ tail sheath protein fragment, an improved cryo-
EM structure of the extended tail sheath to 18 A˚ resolution,
and a cryo-EM structure of polysheaths to 19 A˚ resolution. Poly-
sheaths are assemblies of the tail sheath protein observed in
many phages and shown to resemble the contracted state of
the sheath (Donelli et al., 1972; Kurochkina et al., 2009; Moody,
1967). The phiKZ tail sheath protein fragment was fitted into the
cryo-EM density of the extended sheath and polysheath, making
it possible to compare the subunit arrangement and sheath
contraction in phiKZ and T4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystal Structure of the Protease-Resistant Fragment
of phiKZ Tail Sheath Protein
A full-length tail sheath protein of phiKZ, gene product (gp) 29,
consists of 695 amino acids. Its C-terminal deletion mutant,
which does not assemble into polysheaths, was used to obtain
a protease-resistant fragment, gp29PR, by incubation with
trypsin as described previously (Kurochkina et al., 2009). A
similar protocol was first implemented to produce a protease-
resistant fragment of the tail sheath protein of bacteriophage
T4 (Aksyuk et al., 2009; Arisaka et al., 1990). The crystal structure
of gp29PR was determined to 2.4 A˚ resolution using a three
wavelengths MAD method (see Experimental Procedures and
Table 1). Residues 102–381 of gp29 were built into the gp29PR
electron density map, indicating that the trypsin cleavage
occurred after ARG95 and LYS390 (Figure 1). Residues 121–
147 were not ordered, suggesting they form a flexible loop.94, December 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1885
Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics
Crystal gp29PR Crystal DSY3957 Crystal LIN1278
Data Collection
Space group P21212 P21 P212121
Cell dimensions
a, b, c (A˚) 70.892, 156.715, 61.003 34.382, 71.958, 108.831 91.314, 153.718, 217.410
a, b, g () 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 94.45, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0
Resolution (A˚) 30 (2.49–2.4) 30 (1.97–1.9) 30 (3.42–3.3)
Rmerge 10.7 (64.6) 4.6 (20.6) 13.3 (45.2)
I / sI 41 (3.2) 22.4 (4.4) 16.7 (4.7)
Completeness (%) 98.6 (99.7) 97.5 (89.4) 99.9 (100)
Redundancy 13.9 (13.4) 2.9 (2.4) 6.3 (6.5)
Refinement
Resolution (A˚) 30 (2.45–2.4) 19.99 (1.97–1.9) 19.96 (3.43–3.3)
No. reflections 50440 (2627) 70170 (4543) 79945 (3997)
Rwork/Rfree 0.2554/0.2872 0.185/0.228 0.230/0.260
No. atoms 4044 3653 20036
Rms deviations
Bond length (A˚) 0.009 0.005 0.010
Bond angles () 1.294 1.1 1.2
Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.
Structure
Structure of the phiKZ Tail SheathPhiKZ polysheaths, assembled from the full-length gp29, can be
cleaved at ARG135 in this loop without disturbances of tubular
structure (Kurochkina et al., 2009), suggesting that gp29PR
would consist of two segments: residues 96–135 and 136–390.
The N-terminal sequencing analysis confirmed the presence of
two N termini in the purified gp29PR sample. Moreover, the
sequence of the sample prepared from the band cut from the
denaturing SDS gel corresponded only to the fragment 136–
390; consistent with the smaller 96–135 fragment migrating
faster in the SDS-PAGE and not being detectable by the Laemmli
Method (Laemmli, 1970). Thus, the N-terminal sequencing and
the crystal structure suggest that folded gp29PR is composed
of two fragments, held together in the three-dimensional struc-
ture, which could be separated only in denaturing conditions.
The small fragment, residues 96–135, forms a b strand that is
an integral part of the fold, regardless of the discontinuity of
the amino-acid chain due to the trypsin cleavage (Figure 1).
The tail sheath proteins DSY3957 and LIN1278 from Desulfito-
bacterium hafniense and Listeria innocua have 43% sequence
identity to each other and 46% and 39% sequence identity to
tail sheath protein of the Streptococcus phage EJ-1, respec-
tively. Genes neighboring DSY3957 and LIN1278 have 68%
and 61% sequence identity to the tail tube or tail core gene of
EJ-1. Thus, the DSY3957 and LIN1278 genes are encoded in
the region that would correspond to the tail of the prophage.
Crystallization and structure determination of DSY3957 and
LIN1278 are described in Experimental Procedures and Table
1. In contrast to the partial structure of the T4 tail sheath protein,
the structures of the sheath proteins DSY3957 and LIN1278 are
of the full-length proteins. Although full-length proteins of phages
T4 and phiKZ form polysheaths, formation of polysheaths was
not detected for DSY3957 and LIN1278 using the same proce-
dures. However, short polysheaths were observed for prophage1886 Structure 19, 1885–1894, December 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltdprotein from Clostridium difficile, UNP Q184A3, which has 37%
and 34% sequence identity with proteins DSY3957 and
LIN1278, respectively (see Figure S1 available online). The tail
sheath protein of bacteriophage T4 consists of four spatially
separated domains, but the structures of only three domains
(I, II, and III) have been determined crystallographically (Aksyuk
et al., 2009). Domains I and II of phage T4 tail sheath form
a protease-resistant fragment, in which the protruding domain I
is not involved in protein-protein contacts in the tail sheath.
Both the prophage protein structures are smaller than either
the T4 or phiKZ tail sheath proteins and consist of only three
domains (Figure 1). Two of the three domains are structurally
similar to the domains II and III of the T4 tail sheath protein.
Although the sequence identities between T4 tail sheath and
the two prophage tail sheath proteins are low (16% and 17%),
the sequence analysis, using the HHpred program (Biegert
et al., 2006), predicts that domain IV of phage T4 has the same
fold as the corresponding regions of DSY3957 and LIN1278.
Thus, DSY3957 and LIN1278 proteins consist of three domains
corresponding to domains II, III, and IV of the T4 tail sheath
protein. Absence of domain I, as well as some smaller loops in
the other domains, results in a shorter length of the prophage
tail sheath proteins, possibly representing a minimal form of
the protein (Figure 2).
In contrast to a two-domain structure of the protease resistant
fragment of the phage T4 tail sheath protein, the gp29PR struc-
ture consists of a single domain. The core of the structure is
formed by a seven-stranded b sandwich that has a topology
similar to that of the domain II of the phage T4 tail sheath protein.
However, instead of the insertion domain, present in the tail
sheath protein of phage T4 (domain I), gp29PR has long inser-
tions, connecting adjacent b strands of the b sandwich, including
a long a-helix, which makes it more difficult to detect similaritiesAll rights reserved
Figure 1. Ribbon Diagrams of Tail Sheath Proteins
(A) gp29PR.
(B) DSY3957.
(C) LIN1278.
The structures are shown as a ribbon diagram, which is rainbow colored from
the N terminus (blue) to the C terminus (red).
Structure
Structure of the phiKZ Tail Sheathbetween the T4 and phiKZ structures. Thus, gp29PR does not
have a separate domain I, present in the T4 tail sheath structure,
but has a larger domain II. The subunits within the tail sheath are
arranged so that extensions of gp29PR and the domain I of T4 tail
sheath protein are located on the outside of the tail sheath.
Therefore, this part of the structure is not involved in the interac-Structure 19, 1885–18tions between the subunits during assembly and infection, ex-
plaining its larger structural variation. The structures of prophage
tail sheath proteins have neither an insertion domain nor exten-
sions between b strands. However, the topologies of the
domains, corresponding to the domain II of the T4 tail sheath,
are the same as in T4 and phiKZ (Figure 2). A DALI search, using
the gp29PR structure, identified the three similar structures with
the Z scores of 5.6 to the T4 tail sheath protein and DSY3957 and
Z score of 5.5 to LIN1278.
Domain organization of the tail sheath proteins can be
described as a series of insertion domains, similar to a set of
Russian dolls. Likewise, the protease-resistant fragment of
bacteriophage T4 consists of domains I and II, where domain I
is an insertion of domain II, which is itself an insertion of domain
III, which is an insertion of domain IV (Aksyuk et al., 2009) (Fig-
ure 3C). A similar arrangement is observed in the prophage tail
sheath proteins DSY3957 and LIN1278. Although they lack the
outermost domain I, domain II is an insertion of domain III, which
is an insertion of domain IV. The full-length gp29 probably has
a similar topology. The N and C termini of the gp29PR (residues
109 and 381) are located close to each other, suitable for forming
an insertion domain (Figure 3). Sequence analysis of the full-
length gp29 does not suggest any similarity to the other sheath
structures. However, on the basis of the comparison of sheaths
structures and rearrangement discussed below, the remaining
portion of the phiKZ tail sheath protein is likely to have the
same fold as prophage sheath proteins and the T4 tail sheath.
The superposition of gp29PR onto the structure of the tail
sheath protein of bacteriophage T4 was refined using the
program HOMOLOGY (Rossmann and Argos, 1976). As a result,
95 residues were aligned, of which 49 had root mean square
deviation (rmsd) between Ca positions of less than 2 A˚ and
66 amino acids (aa) had rmsd of less than 3 A˚ (Figure 4). The
minimum base change per codon (mbc/codon) was calculated
using the program HOMOLOGY (Rossmann and Argos, 1976).
The value of mbc/codon shows how many changes in nucleo-
tides have to occur for an amino acid mutation (Figure S2).
Thus, mbc/codon can range from 0 (when the residues are
the same) to 3 (when all three nucleotides need to be mutated
for an amino acid change). The average value of mbc/codon
is 1 for the residues with less than 1 A˚ rmsd (19 aa) and it
gradually increases for the residues that have higher rmsd
between Ca positions (Table S1). Although the sequence
similarity between T4 and phiKZ tail sheath proteins is low,
a higher degree of conservation is present between residues
that have smaller rmsd between Ca positions in the structural
alignment.
Cryo-EMand ImageReconstruction of phiKZTail Sheath
and Polysheaths
In order to improve the reconstruction of the phiKZ extended tail
sheath, overlapping segments of the tail sheath were boxed.
Previously determined orientations of the tail were used to calcu-
late the orientations of the boxed segments (see Experimental
Procedures). As a result, the resolution of the extended tail
sheath reconstruction improved from 28 A˚ to 18 A˚ (Figure 5).
The contracted state of the phiKZ tail sheath has not been
previously examined. For bacteriophage T4, the tail sheath
contraction could be induced by adding a 2 M urea solution.94, December 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1887
Figure 2. Topology of the Tail Sheath
Proteins
(A) gp29PR.
(B) The tail sheath protein of phage T4.
(C) The prophage protein DSY3957.
(D) The prophage protein LIN1278.
The ribbon diagram of each structure is shown on
the left, the corresponding topological diagram is
shown on the right, and the position of the struc-
ture in the linear sequence is shown at the bottom
of each panel.
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Structure of the phiKZ Tail Sheath
1888 Structure 19, 1885–1894, December 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
Figure 3. Monomers of the Tail Sheath Proteins
Protruding domains are colored magenta and inner domains are colored cyan.
(A) Monomer of the gp29 segmented from the extended sheath density (left) and the polysheath density (right) each fitted with the gp29PR structure.
(B) Monomer of the T4 tail sheath protein (left), DSY3957 (middle), and LIN1278 (right).
(C) Schematic representation of the Russian doll domain arrangement in the folded protein (left) and in the linear sequence (right), using the same color scheme.
The domain numbers, as defined for bacteriophage T4 tail sheath (Aksyuk et al., 2009), are shown on the schematic diagram. The outermost domain is present
only in the case of bacteriophage T4 and is shown as a dotted line in the linear sequence.
Structure
Structure of the phiKZ Tail SheathSuch treatment resulted in the rearrangement of the baseplate,
initiating the contraction of the tail sheath, and mimicking the
infection process that occurs in vivo. However, when a similar
procedure was used for the bacteriophage phiKZ, most of the
sheaths were broken and the baseplate detached from the
sheath, suggesting a different nature of protein-protein contacts
between the baseplate and the first disk of the tail sheath. It has
been previously suggested that the protruding domain (domain I)
in the T4 tail sheath protein is involved in the binding to the base-
plate. The absence of this domain in gp29 of phiKZ indicates
a different nature of interactions with the phiKZ baseplate
proteins, likely involving hydrogen bonds that are disrupted by
urea treatment.
In order to determine the arrangement of the subunits in the
contracted state of the sheath, a cryo-EM structure the poly-
sheaths was determined to 19 A˚ resolution. Polysheaths are
observed assemblies of the full-length tail sheath proteins and
have been shown to have the helical parameters of the con-
tracted, postinfection state of the tail sheath (Donelli et al.,
1972; Moody, 1967). Although differences between polysheaths
and the contracted tail sheath cannot be excluded, the helical
arrangement of the subunits is probably similar.Structure 19, 1885–18PhiKZ polysheaths were obtained from the recombinant full-
length gp29 as described previously (Kurochkina et al., 2009)
(Figure 6). The reconstruction was performed using SPIDER
(Frank et al., 1996) and IHRSR (Egelman, 2000).The tail sheath
and polysheath structures consist of six helices related by
a six-fold symmetry. The six-fold rotational symmetry was
initially used in the reconstruction. Subsequently, the helical
parameters, relating one protein to the next protein in a helix,
of the polysheaths were determined and used in the reconstruc-
tion (see Experimental Procedures). The refined helical parame-
ters of the polysheaths were 34.1 rotation with a rise of 17.9 A˚
(Figure 5). Polysheaths were found to have an external diameter
of 320 A˚ and an internal diameter of 150 A˚. In comparison, the
extended phiKZ sheath has an outer diameter of 250 A˚, an inner
diameter of 100 A˚, a rotation of 22and a helical rise of 36.7 A˚.
Although the parameters of the extended and contracted tail
sheath of bacteriophage T4 are different (Table 2) in both T4
and phiKZ, the rotation increases and the rise decreases during
contraction, leading to the increase in the structure diameter and
shortening of the tube.
The structure of the gp29PR was fitted into the electron
density map of both the extended sheath and the polysheaths94, December 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1889
Figure 4. Alignment of the gp29PR and the Tail Sheath Protein of T4
The T4 tail sheath protein is shown in blue, and the gp29PR structure is shown
inmagenta. The residues that were alignedwith a rmsd less than 5 A˚ are shown
in the bottom panel.
Structure
Structure of the phiKZ Tail Sheathusing the programEmfit (Rossmann et al., 2001). The structure of
gp29PR corresponds to the protruding outer domain of the tail
sheath protein (Figure 5). In the extended conformation, the
protruding domains from the neighboring gp29 subunits are
not in contact with each other. However, in the contracted state,
neighboring protruding domains interact, forming ridges at an
angle to the helical axis of the sheath (Figure 5). In the case of
the T4 tail sheath, similar interactions are observed between
domains II of neighboring subunits, although the outermost
domain I (not present in phiKZ gp29PR) is not involved in intersu-
bunit contacts in either of the sheath conformations.
The whole gp29 subunit was segmented from the polysheath
and the extended sheath cryo-EM density maps (Figure 3A).
Because of the absence of domain I in the phiKZ tail sheath
protein, its subunit does not have the characteristic S-shape of
the T4 tail sheath protein or the L-shape (because of the absence
of domain I) of the DSY3957 and LIN1278 structures (Figure 3B).
However, even the overall similar DSY3927 and LIN1278
proteins have different hinges between individual domains,
presumably influencing the helical parameters of the sheath.
Thus, it is possible that the phiKZ monomer has different hinge
angles between domains in comparison to T4 or prophage
sheath proteins. The extended and contracted phiKZ tail sheath
monomer densities were superimposed using the position and
orientation of the gp29PR obtained from the fitting results. The
overall correlation coefficient between the two extracted mono-
mer densities of gp29 is 0.72, whereas for the protruding half of1890 Structure 19, 1885–1894, December 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltdthe molecule, covering gp29PR and the middle domain, the
correlation coefficient is 0.89.
Tail Sheath Contraction
In the extended conformation, six monomers of the tail sheath
protein form a disk. These disks are stacked on top of each other
with the disk above being twisted by 22 relative to the disk
below. However, in the polysheaths, the six subunits previously
forming a disk are no longer in contact as a result of the change in
the sheath diameter. Instead, the six subunits from one disk are
interdigitated by the subunits inserted from the disk above,
increasing the intersubunit interactions (Figure 5). During
contraction, each sheath subunit rotates around an axis normal
to the helical axis of the sheath and moves outwards. A similar
rearrangement has been described for the tail sheath of T4 (Ak-
syuk et al., 2009). Despite the difference in the sheath subunit
shape in T4 and phiKZ, the outer diameter of the T4 and phiKZ
sheaths are comparable. However, the inner diameter of the
phiKZ polysheaths is larger than the inner diameter of the con-
tracted sheath in T4. A bigger diameter might be an explanation
for the observed difference in staining of phiKZ and T4 poly-
sheaths, showing that the negative stain can penetrate the phiKZ
polysheaths but not T4 (Kurochkina et al., 2009).
The contractile tail sheath is a conserved irreversible machine
that changes its three-dimensional structure through sequential
rearrangement ofmany identical subunits. The structural conser-
vation of the protein fold and similarities in the subunit arrange-
ment among different Myoviridae phages, together with many
other structural similarities, suggests that these phages evolved
from a common ancestor.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Structure Determination of gp29PR
The gp29PR was obtained as described previously (Kurochkina et al., 2009)
and was purified further by ion-exchange chromatography. The protein was
then buffer exchanged to 20 mM TrisHCl (pH 8.0) and was concentrated
to about 8 mg/ml. It was crystallized in 1.8 M Na/K phosphate (pH 5.0) with
0.1 Na acetate (pH 4.6). A SeMet derivative of gp29 was produced using the
protocol of Ramakrishnan et al. (1993), and SeMet gp29PR was purified and
crystallized in a similar way to the native protein. The crystals diffracted to
2.4 A˚ resolution and a three-wavelength MAD data set was collected at
beamline 23 ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source. The crystal belonged to
space group P21212 with two molecules in the asymmetric unit. The program
SHELXD (Uso´n and Sheldrick, 1999) was used for phasing. Upon inspection
of the Se positions, the NCS operator was found that superimposed five of
the Se atoms located in a molecular envelope onto the five Se atoms from
a neighboring molecular envelope. These sites were used for phasing and
subsequent NCS averaging using the program RESOLVE (Terwilliger, 2000)
that significantly improved the map quality. A portion of the model was
automatically built using RESOLVE (Terwilliger, 2000), and the structure was
manually completed using the program COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004).
The model was refined using PHENIX.REFINE (Adams et al., 2009; Afonine
et al., 2005).
Crystallization andStructureDetermination of Prophage Tail Sheath
Proteins DSY3957 and LIN1278
The expression and purification of DSY3957 (NESG id: DhR18) and LIN1278
(NESG id: LkR115) followed protocols described elsewhere (Acton et al.,
2005). The proteins were crystallized by the microbatch method at 18C.
Two microliters of DSY3957 and LIN1278 protein solution containing similar
buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, and 0.02% NaN3)
was respectively mixed with 2 ml of the precipitant solution (100 mM Tris-HClAll rights reserved
Figure 5. Cryo-EM and Image Reconstructions of the Extended Sheath (left) and Polysheath (right)
The densities are colored radially from cyan (inside) to magenta (outside). Arrows indicate protruding regions.
(A) Side views of the cryo-EM density maps.
(B) Top views of the cryo-EM density maps. The tail tube, present only in the extended sheath reconstruction is colored red.
(C) Slabs through the electron density maps, showing the interaction of the subunits and the fit of the gp29PR crystal structure into the density. In the polysheath
the subunits that previously formed a disk of the extended sheath are interdigitated by the subunits from the disk above.
Structure
Structure of the phiKZ Tail Sheath
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Figure 6. Cryo-EM Image of the phiKZ Polysheaths
The image was taken at a magnification of 510403 on a Philips CM200
electron microscope.
Table 2. Helical Parameters for Tail Sheaths of T4 and phiKZ
Structure
Phage T4
Helical Parameters
Phage phiKZ
Helical Parameters
Helical
Rotation ()
Axial
Rise (A˚)
Helical
Rotation ()
Axial
Rise (A˚)
Extended sheath 17.2 40.6 22 36.7
Contracted sheath/
polysheaths
32.9 16.4 34.1 17.9
Structure
Structure of the phiKZ Tail Sheath[pH 7.5], 10% PEG3350, and 20% ethylene glycol) and (100 mM Tris [pH 8.5],
25% PEG 3350, and 200 mM NaCl). Crystals of DSY3957 did not need to be
cryoprotected before freezing, whereas those of LIN1278 were cryoprotected
by 25% (v/v) ethylene glycol, then flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen for data collec-
tion at 100 K.
For DSY3957 and LIN1278, a single-wavelength anomalous diffraction
(SAD) data set to resolution 1.9 A˚ and 3.3 A˚ were respectively collected at
the peak absorption wavelength of selenium at the X4A beamline of the
National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS). The diffraction images were pro-
cessedwith the HKL package (Otwinowski andMinor, 1997), and the selenium
sites were located with the program BnP (Weeks and Miller, 1999). SOLVE/
RESOLVE (Terwilliger, 2003) was used for phasing the reflections and auto-
mated model building, which correctly placed 80% and 30% of the residues
with side chains, respectively. The model of each protein was built manually,
with the program XtalView (McRee, 1999). The structure refinement was per-
formed with CNS (Bru¨nger et al., 1998). Noncrystallographic symmetry
restraint was applied for most of the residues forming the three domains of
the LIN1278 structure at all stages of the refinement.
Reconstruction of the Extended Tail Sheath of phiKZ
Reconstruction of the extended sheath of the phiKZ tail was determined using
cryo-EM data that had been collected previously for the study of the native
phiKZ virion (Fokine et al., 2007). The data set contained 92 micrographs
collected using a Philips CM300 microscope at a magnification of 33,000
with a defocus range from 1 to 3 mm. The digitized images had a pixel size
of 4.24 A˚. A total of 1112 phiKZ particles that did not have visible overlaps
with neighboring particles were selected for the reconstruction. Centers of
the capsid and baseplate of each phage particle had been determined in the
previous reconstructions of the phiKZ head and baseplate (Fokine et al.,
2007; Fokine et al., 2005). From these phiKZ particles there were cut 16680
square boxes containing a part of the tail sheath. The centers of the boxes
were located on the line connecting the centers of the phage head and base-
plate. Each box had a size of 594 A˚ corresponding to approximately 16 hex-
americ rings of gp29. An initial model of the sheath was created using the1892 Structure 19, 1885–1894, December 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltdpreviously determined 6-fold symmetric reconstruction of the phiKZ baseplate
(Fokine et al., 2007), which also included a part of the tail sheath. The sheath
part of the reconstruction was cut and extended to a length of 594 A˚ by
applying the helical symmetry characterized by a 22 rotation and a 36.2 A˚
helical rise (Fokine et al., 2007). The in-plane rotation of each boxed particle
was determined from the vector connecting the centers of the baseplate
and the head. The inclination angle between the axis of the particle and the
plane of the micrograph had been determined previously in the 5-fold-
symmetric reconstruction of the phiKZ head (Fokine et al., 2007; Fokine
et al., 2005). The inclination and in-plane rotation angles were fixed and
were not changed in the reconstruction process. Therefore, the only rotation
parameter needed to be determined for the sheath reconstruction was the
rotation angle of the boxed particle around the phage axis. The angular search
was performed with the program SPIDER (Frank et al., 1996) using reference
projections of the current model calculated at 2 angular intervals. The
three-dimensional map of the part of the sheath was then calculated using
the 6-fold symmetry. The map was used to redetermine the parameters of
the helical symmetry of the sheath. A systematic search for the best helical
parameters was performed by maximizing the correlation between the 6-
fold-symmetric map and the averaged map calculated from it by applying
the helical symmetry. The helically averaged map corresponding to the best
helical parameters was used as a model for the angular search in the next
reconstruction cycle. Ten cycles of the angular search and map calculations
were performed. The final reconstruction had the helical symmetry character-
ized by a 22 rotation and a 36.7 A˚ shift along the helix axis. To estimate the
resolution, two maps were calculated separately using two randomly selected
halves of the data set. The resolution of the final reconstruction was 18 A˚, as
determined by Fourier shell correlation between the two maps using the
threshold of 0.5.
Cryo-EM and Image Reconstruction of Polysheaths
The sample was vitrified in liquid ethane on a holey grid (Baker et al., 1999).
Images of polysheaths were recorded on film at 510403 magnification with
a CM200 electron microscope using the radiation dose of about 20 e/A˚2
and a defocus range from 1.5 to 3 mm. Images were digitized with a Nikon
scanner and binned to the final pixel size of 2.49 A˚ per pixel.
Individual helices of polysheaths were boxed using the program
HELIXBOXER from the EMAN software package (Ludtke et al., 1999). The indi-
vidual polysheaths were then cut into segments of 196 by 98 pixels such that
the neighboring segments had an overlap of 20 pixels. The contrast transfer
function (CTF) parameters of the boxed particles were determined and the
phases were flipped using the program CTFIT from the EMAN software
package (Ludtke et al., 1999).
The initial reconstruction was calculated using 6-fold averaging with the
program SPIDER (Frank et al., 1996) starting from a cylindrical model. Particles
were boxed such that the helical axis was along one of the axes of the box.
Boxed particles with an in-plane rotation that deviated more than 10 from
either 0 or 180 were discarded. Additionally, it was enforced that all the
subunits that were boxed from the same helix have similar in-plane rotation,
namely either close to 0 or 180. If the average of the in-plane rotations of
boxes from one polysheath was less than 60, only boxes with the in-plane
rotation within ±10 were selected for the reconstruction. Likewise, if the
average of the in-plane rotations was more than 120, those particles with
in-plane rotation between 170 and 190 were selected. All the helical boxes
for which the average was between 60 and 120 were discarded, because
of the in-plane rotation ambiguity. About one third of the boxed particles
were discarded. The resulting reconstruction was used to estimate the helicalAll rights reserved
Figure 7. The Z-score of Correlation Coefficient
(CC)* Between the Helically Symmetrized Map
and the Six-Fold Averaged Map
The helical rotations from 0 to 60 are plotted on the
abscissa and helical rise from 0 to 60 A˚ are plotted on
the ordinate. The Z-score is plotted in color.
* Z-score = (CC  mean(CC)) / sigma(CC).
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between the 6-fold reconstruction and a helically averaged reconstruction
for a range of helical rotations (from 0 to 60) and axial rises (from 0 to
60 A˚). The helical parameters were imposed using IHRSR subroutine
HIMPOSE (Egelman, 2000) and the correlation coefficient between the 6-
fold averaged and the helically averaged maps was calculated using the
program AVE (Kleywegt and Jones, 1999). Plotting results shows three peaks
at positions 34/17.5 A˚; 8/35 A˚, and 42/52.5 A˚, corresponding to the first,
second, and third repeat of the helix and taking into account additional 6-
fold symmetry of polysheaths (i.e., 34 3 2 = 68, which is equivalent to 8
and likewise 34 3 3 is equivalent to 42) (Figure 7). These helical parameters
were then imposed and the resulting density map was used as a model for
the next cycle of 6-fold reconstruction in SPIDER. After the next cycle, the
helical parameters were reevaluated using the correlation-coefficient method
with a smaller step size. After several iterations the helical parameters
converged to a 34.1 rotation and a 17.9 A˚ helical rise. A total of 8325 boxed
segments were used in the final cycle of the reconstruction. Essentially the
same helical parameters were obtained using the IHRSR 1.4 ++ program
package (IHRSR modification from Timothy S. Baker’s group, available
at http://cryoem.ucsd.edu/programs.shtm), starting directly from the cylin-
drical model and from different starting rotations and helical rises, using
HIMSEARCH_LORENZ subroutine of IHRSR package for the optimization of
helical parameters (Egelman, 2000). The resolution of the reconstruction was
calculated to be 19 A˚, as determined by Fourier shell correlation between
two maps calculated from two randomly selected halves of the data set, using
the threshold of 0.5. The hand of the map was chosen so that the sheath has
a right-handed twist as had been shown for the bacteriophage T4 (Leiman
et al., 2004).
Fitting and Segmentation
The gp29PR structure was fitted into the extended sheath and polysheaths
reconstruction using program Emfit (Rossmann et al., 2001). The position ofTable 3. Statistics for Fitting of the gp29PRCrystal Structure into
the Cryo-EM Maps
Cryo-EM map Sumf a (%) Negative Density Sigmab
Extended tail sheath 44.7 3.3 0.32
Polysheaths 43.5 1.16 0.6
aSumf is the mean density of all atoms when fitted into the cryo-EM
density normalized with respect to the highest density within the map.
bSigma is the root mean square deviation from the mean for Sumf values
in a complete three-dimensional angular search.
Structure 19, 1885–18the N and C terminus of the structure was restrained during fitting into the
extended sheath map. The fitting statistics is summarized in Table 3. The indi-
vidual subunit was segmented from the density based on the connectivity
using the program SEGGER as part of the CHIMERA package (Pettersen
et al., 2004; Pintilie et al., 2010). The relative position of the two densities
was determined according to the fitting results of the gp29PR structure. The
correlation coefficient between the two densities was calculated using the
program AVE (Kleywegt and Jones, 1999).
Figure Preparation
The figures were prepared using the program CHIMERA (Pettersen et al.,
2004). Topology diagrams were drawn using the program TopDraw (Bond,
2003).
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Structures of the gp29PR, DSY3957, and LIN1278 were deposited with the
Protein Data Bank (accession codes 3SPE, 3HXL, and 3LML, respectively).
Cryo-EM maps of the extended sheath and the polysheath were deposited
with the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (accession codes EMDB-5331 and
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